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Combined Neodymium–Ytterbium-Doped ASE
Fiber-Optic Source for Optical Coherence
Tomography Applications
I. Trifanov, P. Caldas, L. Neagu, R. Romero, M. O. Berendt, J. A. R. Salcedo, A. Gh. Podoleanu, and
António B. Lobo Ribeiro

Abstract—Optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging at
the 1060-nm region proved to be a successful alternative in ophthalmology not only for resolving intraretinal layers, but also for
enabling sufficient penetration to monitor the subretinal vasculature in the choroid when compared to most commonly used
OCT imaging systems at the 800-nm region. To encourage further
clinical research at this particular wavelength, we have developed
a compact fiber-optic source based on amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) centered at 1060 nm with 70-nm spectral
bandwidth at full-width at half-maximum and output power
20 mW. Our approach is based on a combination of slightly
shifted ASE emission spectra from a combination of Neodymiumand Ytterbium-doped fibers. Spectral shaping and power optimization have been achieved using in-fiber filtering schemes.
We have tested the performance of the source in an OCT system
optimized for this wavelength.
Index Terms—ASE optical source, broadband fiber source, optical coherence tomography.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE most used wavelength band for optical coherence tomography (OCT) of the retina has been 800 nm, justified by low absorption in the vitreous and the availability of
low cost and high power superluminescent diode (SLD). Interest has been manifest recently in longer wavelengths, given
the increased penetration in the deeper layers in the retina, such
as into the choroid, due to decrease of scattering by increasing
the wavelength. The 1020–1080 nm region of the near-infrared
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spectrum emerged as an attractive option for imaging the retina
due to a relative minimum of the water absorption coefficient at
1060 nm. The potential for retina imaging in the 1020–1080 nm
region has already been demonstrated ex vivo and in vivo using
A-scan-based time-domain OCT [1], [2] and in vivo using swept
source OCT [3]. There is however a fundamental limitation to
the highest axial resolution achievable determined by the reduced full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the water absorption window, that is centered at 1060 nm which limits the
m. So far, axial
axial resolution in human retina to
resolutions of up to 5.7 m has been achieved in-vivo with a
modified SLD source integrated into a spectral domain OCT
(SD-OCT) system. The reported value explicitly takes into account the spectral absorption of transmitted radiation through
25 mm of water [4]. Broadband sources such as SLDs [5] and
fiber ASE sources [6] may comply with the bandwidth requirement for ultrahigh resolution, but they are mostly 10 or 20 nm
below the centre of the water absorption optical window. This
severely impacts the bandwidth and optical power transmitted to
the retinal tissue. Therefore, other directions have been considered, such as development of rare-earth doped fibers with broadband amplified stimulated emission (ASE) around 1060 nm [7].
One possibility is that of ASE sources based on Neodymium
(Nd) doped fiber (centered at 1060 nm), except for their relatively narrow optical bandwidth of 17 nm. Another candidate
whose emission center is around 1040 nm is Ytterbium (Yb),
which can exhibit a FWHM of 30 nm. Reshaping using either free-space or all-fiber optic components can improve optical bandwidth of such sources and shift their central wavelength significantly (75 nm centered at 1060 nm reported in [8]).
An all-fiber optical design is preferable for higher efficiency and
stability.
Our approach in designing an ASE source is primarily based
on meeting the requirements imposed by the water absorption
window. The source architecture is build on a careful combination of tailored superfluorescence from Ytterbium (Yb) doped
and Neodymium (Nd) doped silica fibers pumped by commercial diode lasers. Similar combinations have been reported previously, integrated in different architectures, their primarily goal
being to extend the Yb emission towards longer wavelength
range using bulk optical arrangement for tailoring the spectrum
[9]. Such an approach gives a high flexibility over the output
shape of the spectrum, while there are disadvantages related to
very high sensitivity to small reflections of the output into the
pump source and significant loss in power due to double-passing
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the combined Neodymium–Ytterbium-doped
ASE fiber source.

through the filter, especially, if high pump powers are not available. With significant spectral reshaping based on a compact
in-fiber optical solution, a source was assembled that emits at a
central wavelength of 1060 nm and exhibits a FWHM exceeding
70 nm and 20 mW output power. The approach can be further
optimized in terms of output power and flatter spectrum with
improved FWHM value.

Fig. 2. Output spectrum of the combined ASE fiber source.

II. METHOD AND RESULTS
One challenge in designing a fiber based broadband source is
to extract large ASE powers while avoiding laser oscillations.
Lasing can occur due to optical feedback from component reflections and/or from Rayleigh backscattering. Fiber optical isolators are required even if low back-reflections from all components and splices are ensured. Larger ASE power densities can
be reached before the onset of lasing when a Faraday rotator
mirror (FRM) is used [10]. Another important issue to consider
is the degree of population inversion which influences the spectral shape through interplay between emission and absorption
spectra for Yb-doped fiber in the 1060 nm spectral range.
Fig. 1, illustrates the configuration of our combined ASE
source, with double backward pumping configuration and filtered forward ASE seeding, with special spectral flattening filter
(SFF) [11]. A 5 m length of Yb-doped fiber (YDF), is pumped
at 975.5 nm (pump power: 165 mW) through a thin-film WDM
980/1030 nm fiber coupler, combined through a 30:70 splitting ratio broadband output coupler (BC), with a 5 m length
of Nd-doped fiber (NDF) pumped at 808 nm (pump power:
100 mW) through a thin-film WDM 800/1064 nm fiber coupler.
An in-house long-period fiber grating (LPG) with appropriate
spectral characteristics was fabricated in HI1060 fiber by electric arc-discharge method [12], to induce an excess loss at the
dominant band of the original Nd double-pass backward ASE
spectrum. No spurious lasing was observed at the maximum 808
nm pump power with a gold mirror (M) as optical feedback, and
thus no need for a FRM at this port. Fig. 2 shows the output spectrum of the combined Nd-Yb-doped ASE fiber source. This fiber
source delivers more than 20 mW nonpolarized output power in
single transverse mode, centered at 1058 nm wavelength with
a FWHM spectral bandwidth exceeding 70 nm. We have measured the source autocorrelation function (shown in Fig. 3) using
a Michelson interferometer wavelength meter (HP 8612B modified in-house). This shows: a) that an axial resolution of 7 m

Fig. 3. Normalized interferogram of the combined ASE source.

is achievable in air and
m in tissue assuming a refractive
index of 1.4 and using the values for the bandwidth and central
wavelength of Fig. 2); b) the profile exhibits secondary peaks or
side lobes, with amplitudes close to 10% of the main peak magnitude, due to the non-Gaussian profile of the spectrum. This
can cause severe coherent artifacts in the OCT image. Postprocessing of the coherence function has been employed to minimize such unwanted effects, which lead to a reduction of the
secondary lobes to less than 5%.
III. APPLICATION ON OCT IMAGING
The source has been properly packaged and tested in a simplified time-domain OCT system optimized for this wavelength
range [13]. The system is capable of acquiring en-face as well
as cross-sectional OCT images. A confocal channel was also
implemented by diverting a small part of the signal returning
from the sample into a Silicon avalanche photodetector with enhanced sensitivity at longer wavelengths. The main advantage
of the OCT over the confocal microscopy is that OCT achieves
very high axial image resolution, independent of the focusing
condition, while the lateral resolution is practically the same
in both imaging channels and is defined by the focal spot size
[14]. In all subsequent retinal OCT images, the axial resolution is given by the coherence length of the source modified by
the transfer function of the OCT system. The measured value
is 15 m in tissue, slightly worse than the theoretical value,
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switch from the en-face regime to the cross sectioning regime,
the eye may have moved slightly laterally.
Both retinal and choroidal vasculature are visible in the confocal images superimposed due to larger than 1 mm depth of
focus. Depth resolved images are provided by the en-face OCT
(bottom row) showing choroidal capillaries in detail.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have developed and characterized a broadband ASE source centered at 1060 nm wavelength region, based
on a combination of Nd/Yb-doped fibers, for OCT imaging
of human retina. Higher power, broader ASE bandwidth and
smoother spectrum are achievable by increasing the pump
power and/or designing a better filter.
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